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Profile of Sunistha Singh 

 
Life has been a roller coaster of learning, after completing my Company 
Secretary, MBA and M. Com, thirst for knowledge has never stopped. In 
urge of learning went through multiple courses where got a chance to 
learn different healings i.e., Pranic Healing, Reiki, Shiv Yog, Chakra 
healing, Angel Healing and so on. 
 
Always inclined towards energies where learned Tarot Card, 
Numerology and different occult sciences. 
 
But being a practical person yet a spiritual being learned about NLP, 
Hypnosis and different mind reprogramming and emerged as 
manifestation, mind set and NLP Master Practitioner & Coach. 
 
Started my centre as "Mindful Beings". Where we train people about law 
of attraction technique and lead them toward positive and healthy 
lifestyle through taking care of one's mental health our aim is to cover 
three dimension of life i.e. mind, body and soul. 
 
Having my YouTube channel named “CSSUNISTHASINGH” where we post videos regarding law of 
attraction and helping people find out their path and goals in life. 
 
Lastly I have combined all my words and experience together and presented my feelings as poetries in one 
of my famous book "Ehsaaso Ki Mehak" which is available on Amazon and Flipkart. I am grateful to all the 
readers who have selected my poetry under top 500 poets of 2023. 
 
I am proud to be associated with one of the reputed institution "NIVH" in Dehradun where we conducted 
program about law of attraction on their radio station "Hello Doon". 
 
I have been awarded as “Best Law of Attraction Coach 2023” by the Healing Urja Institute of Cosmic 
Sciences.  
 
Just to conclude I would love to mention that my aim and purpose towards society is to give everybody a 
healthy and happy lifestyle just by changing your thoughts you can change your destiny. 
 
To check the simplicity of the delivery, depth of knowledge, wide exposure and authentic approach of 
Sunistha Singh, you can either attend demonstration seminars or invite her for a talk in your organization or 
talk to her personally. 

 

 


